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Enhanced Widget Creation Experience
Scheduled Reports for The Report Studio
Client Specific Report Studio Presentations
New Smart Groupings for Widgets

● Product Form Enhancements
● Multi-select Fields Enhancement

Data Sources
● New Connectors: Google Multi-Channel Funnel, Moz Local
● Numerous new field and data view enhancements for Facebook
Ads, Google Ads, Search Ads 360, Display and Video 360, Yelp Ads,
LinkedIn Company Pages and AdGear.

TapReports/TapAnalytics
Enhanced Widget Creation Experience
With this release, we are introducing an enhanced widget creation / editing
experience. This new experience allows users to see the context of the dashboard
while editing widgets. This provides for a much smoother and better user
experience while crafting your marketing story.

Figure: See context of dashboard while editing widgets

When editing a widget, there is now a widget panel that slides out on the right
side of the screen. This slide panel contains all the existing functionality for
editing widgets.
You will see the side panel broken out into three sections:
● Data
● Styles
● Templates

Data

1. Widget icons on the top allows users to easily change widget types.
2. Widget menu bar allows users to easily switch between data settings, draw
option styles, and widget templates.
3. Use the S
 ample Data toggle to switch between sample data or actual
performance data based on the dashboard date range.
4. Easily edit the widget title in the Title f ield.
5. The Data settings section is the brains of the widget.
a. Data Source and Data View - allows you to quickly see the data
source and data view of the widget.
b. Metrics - E
 asily add additional metrics to the widget by typing in the
metric in the Metrics field. Metric pills are color coded to align with
the widget chart colors so you can easily analyze your data.
c. Dimensions (Group Bys) - Easily add G
 roup Bys to a widget by
selecting items here.
i.

Pro Tip: This was previously called G
 rouped Data Columns

ii.

Pro Tip: By default, we have now automatically added a group
by dimension so you can quickly see visualizations in your
widgets. To craft your data story, simply add a different
dimension to group by and remove one added by default.

d. Time Grouping - We have split out the time grouping so it’s easier for
you to easily access and group by date dimensions.
6. Easily see the context of the dashboard while editing a widget. The widget
that’s being edited is highlighted in blue.

Styles
This is where your widget draw options reside. All existing draw options
functionality will be displayed in this tab.
Pro Tip: Remember that each widget type has its own set of unique draw options!

Figure: Styles tab with draw options when editing widgets

Templates
This is where you can access the widgets in the Widget Library, including
predefined TapClicks widgets or widgets that you’ve published to the library. You
can search by the widget title or filter by data source, widget types, or tags to find
exactly what you’re looking for.
Pro Tip: The widget library works exactly the same way it used to.

Figure: Widget Library and templates in the enhanced widget experience
Pro Tip: The really cool part of this feature is that you can easily swap out a widget
by clicking on a widget template in the Widget Library by accessing the Templates
tab. The newly selected widget will pop into place IN CONTEXT of the dashboard!
Pro Tip: For more screen real estate, simply click on the “show/hide left nav”
button in the left menu bar to collapse the left nav.

Figure: Use the show/hide nav bar button to hide left nav when editing widgets

Scheduled Reports for The Report Studio
Scheduled Reports now supports Report Studio report templates! This means that
you will now be able to set up automated scheduled reports to be sent on your
Report Studio presentations in either PDF or Powerpoint formats. Simply look for
the “Report Studio Template” label in the Report Type field to find your report
studio reports.

Figure: Report Studio reports can now be scheduled
Pro Tip: The bulk import/export feature for Scheduled Reports also supports
Report Studio reports. So go ahead, automate all your reporting! We dare you.

Client Specific Report Studio Presentations
Do you have a premier VIP client that you need to create a custom presentations
for? You can now assign a Report Studio report to a specific Client, similar to how
you can assign dashboards to a Client. This tells TapClicks to always pre-filter the
report to show only that Client’s data.

Figure: Client assignment for Report Studio report

We have also added a little indicator on the Report Studio gallery so it’s clear
which reports are assigned to specific clients.

Figure: Report Studio gallery - indicator to show when reports are pre-filtered to a
client

Pro Tip: When you export a client assigned dashboard to Report Studio, we will
bring over the client assignment to the report in Report Studio, and also
automatically pre-filter the report to only show that client’s data.

New Smart Groupings For Widgets
Widgets are now smarter!
We have added a new T
 ime Grouping dimension to widgets called S
 mart Grouping.
This means that any widget on the dashboard will be dynamically grouped based
on the dashboard date range.
For example, if the dashboard date range is for the last month or last 3 months,
we will automatically group the smart grouping widgets by week. If the dashboard
date range is for the last year, we will automatically group the s mart grouping
widgets by month.
To create “smart” dynamic grouping widgets, simply make sure that you set the
widget to group by smart grouping:

Figure: Widgets grouped by smart grouping will behave dynamically

Data Sources and Field Enhancements
● New Connectors: Google Multi-Channel Funnel, Moz Local
● Numerous new field and data view enhancements for Facebook Ads, Google
Ads, Search Ads 360, Display and Video 360, Yelp Ads, LinkedIn Company
Pages and AdGear. L earn more.

TapOrders/TapWorkflow
Product Form Enhancements
We’re excited to announce a set of enhancements that will simplify the setup and
updates of your forms.
●
●
●
●

We now support in-line group editing and hide conditions
You can Drag N’ Drop to readjust the order of your fields and groups
Double click on any fields to edit
Create a new field in the middle of your form by clicking on the field above
where you want to place the new field

Multi-select Field Enhancements
Forms will now support multi-select parent logic. What does this mean?
It means you will now be able to create multiple dependent fields instead of just
having one.
For example:
You have a campaign that spans multiple months and you want to define the
budget for each month. In the past you could only select a single month and then
define the budget. You will now be able to select multiple months and define the
budget for all of them in one place.

